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Amazon Competition - Survival Guide for Retailers.
How to Adapt to Competition with Amazon and Win

This eBook is about how Amazon.com redefined the traditional retail competition
factors: selection, price and convenience into completely different dimensions:
customer centricity, creativity and technology innovation. We are analyzing all three
competitive factors to learn how Amazon have reshaped each of them and how
other retailers can apply lessons from Amazon regardless of their size.

“It is not the strongest of the
species that survives, nor the
most intelligent, but the one
most responsive to change.”

– Charles Darwin

Introduction
Back in 1998 Nicholas Negroponte in his famous The Future of Retail article in Wired
Magazine predicted the end of traditional retail.[1]
“Another kind of retail, however, is truly about to end – the type where you can’t park,
the checkout lines are interminable, the staff is disagreeable, and the product has
always run out. Owners of such operations should be advised: The digerati don’t need
you any longer. And very soon everybody will be digital?”
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We witness difficult times for many retailers, but not all of them are going out of business. To the contrary some of them grow their revenue and market share by riding
omnichannel retail wave.
Amazon is rapidly extending their product offering to more retail categories, including
Grocery & Gourmet Food department. Almost every retailer today sees Amazon as a
direct or future competitor.

The idea about this eBook came to me when I was reading the book “How to Sell
Better Than Amazon” by Sam Mallikarjunan and Mike Ewing about applying inbound
marketing in ecommerce.[2] Last year, I wrote two blogs about lessons learned from
Amazon. While I was researching Amazon and its role in shaping the new retail world I
recognized that this topic needs deeper format than just a blog and decided to prepare an eBook.
I was passionate about digital technology in retail since my first ecommerce project
to develop interactive retail kiosks for Walmart in 1994. Later while working on many
ecommerce and marketing automation projects including the Dell Online store, I was
always considering the Amazon.com store as the industry benchmark of the Internet
retailers.
The purpose of this eBook is to review the key lessons from Amazon, who is now one
of the leading forces that shapes the world of electronic commerce and modern retail
worldwide.
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Amazon History and Fact
According to Wikipedia [3] Jeff Bezos
incorporated the company (as Cadabra) in July 1994, and the site went
online as Amazon.com in 1995. Bezos
selected the name Amazon by looking
through the dictionary within section A.
Bezos had few reasons in selecting the
name:
• It starts with A so would be listed at the top of a list.
• Amazon is an exotic name
• The river is the biggest in the world and ten times larger than all others.

Amazon.com started as an online bookstore with a simple tag line: “Earth Biggest
Bookstore”. It became the biggest online superstore with the own credit card,
Amazon Prime - free two-day shipping on all eligible purchases, for a flat annual fee
and the online catalog with over 250 million items in many categories: digital, electronics, apparel, grocery and many others.
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Amazon mission is “to be Earth’s most customer-centric company, where customers
can find and discover anything they might want to buy online, and endeavors to offer
its customers the lowest possible prices”.[4]

Facts about Amazon
founded

• Amazon was founded in 1994

headquarters

• Seattle, Washington, United States [1][2][3]

area served

• Amazon serves Worldwide

founder(s)

• Amazon founder is Jeff Bezos

key people

• Jeff Bezos - Chairman, President and CEO

industry

• Internet and Online Retailing

revenue

• US$ 88.9 Billion (2014)

total assets

• Increase US$54.5.159 billion (2014)

employees

• 154,300 (December 2014)

online catalog size

• 250+ Million Items (end of 2014)

technology and content
expense

• 9.2 Billion 2015 (10.4% of revenue)

number of warehouses

• 89
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6 Categories of Amazon’s Competitors
Are you in one of them?
According to Amazon Annual report: “Our current and potential competitors include:
(1) physical-world retailers, publishers, vendors, distributors, manufacturers, and producers of our products; (2) other online e-commerce and mobile e-commerce sites,
including sites that sell or distribute digital content; (3) media companies, web portals,
comparison shopping websites, web search engines, and social networks, either
directly or in collaboration with other retailers; (4) companies that provide e-commerce
services, including website development, fulfillment, customer service, and payment
processing; (5) companies that provide information storage or computing services or
products, including infrastructure and other web services; and (6) companies that
design, manufacture, market, or sell consumer electronics, telecommunication, and
electronic devices. We believe that the principal competitive factors in our retail businesses include selection, price, and convenience, including fast and reliable fulfillment.”[5]
By reading this, we recognize that almost all retailers and even some businesses that
traditionally we would not count as retailers are current or potential future competitors
with Amazon.
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Are you recognizing your company in one of the following categories:
1. Physical-world retailers, publishers, vendors, distributors,
manufacturers, or producers ;

2. Other online e-commerce and
mobile e-commerce sites,
including sites that sell distribute digital content;
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3. Media companies, web portals, comparison shopping
websites, web search engines, and social networks;

4. Companies that provide
e-commerce services, including website development,
fulfillment, customer service,
and payment processing;

5. Companies that provide information storage or computing
services or products, including
infrastructure and other web
services;
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6. Companies that design, manufacture, market, or sell consumer electronics, telecommunication, and electronic devices?

You may also notice that Amazon extended the traditional list of retail competitive
factors - selection, price and convenience with fast and reliable fulfillment as an
important component of the convenience factor.
Let’s try to understand what can we learn from how Amazon is trying to win in each
factor of retail competition.
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1. Competitive Factor - Selection. What can we learn
from Amazon?

How big is Amazon’s Catalog?
Amazon catalog by 2014 reached over 250 million products in more than 20 categories. But Amazon did not have such huge catalog in earlier days. When Amazon started selling online in 1995, it carried only about 2,000 titles in stock in its Seattle warehouse. [6] The online catalog listed over 1.5 million titles. The rest of the orders were
placed directly through wholesalers and customers. Amazon was adding product
categories one by one each time providing vast selection and in-stock availability.
With the advantage of eCommerce technology, Amazon launched an online auction in
1999 that became a fixed-price online marketplace over time. Strategic advantages in
technology allow Amazon to establish partnerships with leading traditional retailers
such as Target, Toysrus.com, Borders Group, By Now and Circuit City.
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Since then Amazon was adding new categories and products every year transforming
Amazon.com in the world largest marketplace.
Amazon learned how to build perceived huge selection and high product availability
with relatively lean inventory. Amazon only sells 45% of orders from own inventory and
55% from the marketplace sellers. [7]
Amazon knows that about 50% of revenue come from the most popular products and
together the first and the second product popularity tiers cover about 75% of the total
revenue. Amazon leaves less popular products to be sold by the marketplace merchants while keeping the brand promise of huge selection. Amazon does not need to
win on price with low popularity products. This strategy helps Amazon to have very
lean inventory with turning stock 15 times a year.
Small and medium retailers may ask - how Amazon’s methods can be adapted to
match their specific sizes and operations models.

How can smaller retailers compete on product selection?
Product Selection - When less is more
It is important to offer a comprehensive product selection within the category where
you are trying to place yourself as the leader. Early Amazon.com was establishing
itself as the Earth Biggest Bookstore and was trying to support this brand expectation.
Amazon was able to keep its brand promise of vast selection with each new category
that became available in its store or marketplace. To increase the perceived product
selection we have two choices:
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• Increase the selection of all products by extending the amount of SKU;
• Offer the comprehensive selection of products that highly targeted to our most profitable customer segment only.
With the focus on 75% of products that provide 90% of the revenue we will reduce
our inventory cost and advance perceived selection and availability. One of the tricks
is to become more customer segment specialized and to provide the vast selection for
our target market. Completeness of product selection that meet our audience expectation is much more important than an absolute number of SKUs in the catalog.

Apply Technology to Optimize Inventory Management
With the use of data technology and modern supply chain technique like drop-shipping, Amazon was able to extend the number of products in the online catalog hundreds of times. By becoming the ultimate leader in eCommerce logistic and fulfillment,
Amazon attracted thousands of merchants to sell and fulfill orders via its marketplace.
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The modern retail competition requires extremely accurate and efficient inventory
management systems. Amazon invested in the back-end systems significantly more
than in the websites storefronts. According Jeff Bezos Founder and CEO - ''The
logistics of distribution are the iceberg below the waterline of online bookselling”. [8]
Now with cloud-based options like NetSuite, Brightpearl, 3PL Warehouse Manager,
Final Inventory or similar, even small and medium retailers may provide accurate availability information in their online and physical stores.

Meet Expectations About Your Product Availability on
Customer’s Doorsteps
The core element of Amazon strategy is based on the realization that customers want
more than anything quick delivery of products they order. [8] Customers don’t like
back-orders or orders cancellations due to products being out of stock. Customers
also don’t like delays with order fulfillment. They will not only buy the out-of-stock
product from somebody else but also unlikely to return again. They may even write on
social media about their bad customer experience.
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To become the destination of choice for our target market we also have to establish
and support high customer confidence in the product availability and timely order
fulfillment. To control product availability, we need a consistent inventory management
process and modern technology systems. Small and medium brands may benefit from
partnerships with reliable drop shipping wholesalers or third party warehouse and
logistic providers to help with fast delivery in the most attractive markets.
One of the options for rapid scaling up our fulfillment and fast delivery capabilities is
to utilize the Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) service. FBA handles all back-end operations, including storage, fulfillment and customer service. Merchants just need to ship
their inventory to Amazon. Amazon manages the entire order processing after a customer had placed an order online. Retailers would benefit from faster delivery times
that help them to increase customer satisfaction.
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2. Price Competition: Amazon’s Strategy and Tactics

New Dynamics in Price Competition
While Amazon competes on price together with product selection and convenience,
Amazon is not always the cheapest seller of the particular item. Amazon applies
sophisticated and disruptive strategies to play in the price competition game. Amazon
tries to find new ways to avoid direct competition on price that erodes margins and
drives many retailers out of business.
Amazon Prime program is an example of an innovative approach to price competition
and the high importance of free shipping option. Prime members choose Amazon over
a competitor even when prices are equal.
Amazons sophisticated inventory management system and price intelligence systems
capable to optimize competitive position across a variety of products almost in real
time. According to Forbes [10] Amazon changed prices on as many as 80 million
products during a single day during the Christmas shopping season. Amazon is not
always the cheapest seller, and Wall-Mart competes with Amazon on price aggressively.[11] Sometimes, it is better for Amazon to keep the reputation of a brand with
the best selection and availability than always win on price and sell with small mar-
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gins. Today most shoppers will go to the Amazon website to check availability and
price, then they may buy the item or even buy an alternative product to get the free
shipping. Amazon is aware that its site is the prime destination of “showroomers”.
Amazon introduced a price check mobile application that allows to scan product bar
codes, compare prices, check availability and read product reviews, instantly.

The reputation of the largest marketplace helped Amazon change the dynamic of
online advertising and search engine marketing. Shoppers learned that they didn't
need Google to find out if Amazon sells the product, and instead they very often go
directly to Amazon to search the products. Amazon also wins the search engine
optimization (SEO) competition because its catalog provides comprehensive product
information, including customer reviews. After shoppers visited Amazon.com site,
they become targets of online remarketing and personalized emails that help convert
potential shoppers to buyers. Amazon leverages personalization tactics as an essential component of the competition on price. We will discuss in details Amazon personalization strategies in the third lesson.
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Who is the next victim of the online price competition?
Amazon price competition strategies forced number of local retailers out of business
[12]. Not only small retailers are victims of the aggressive price competition- many
major retailers have to downsize or go out of business [13].

2015 Announced US Sore Closing - top 10 by size [13]
Store

How Many Stores Closing

Radio Shack (Chapter 11 Bankruptcy)

1,784

Office Depot / Office Max

400

Dollar Tree / Family Dollar

340

Wet Seal

338

Body Central / Body Shop

265

Staples

225

Barnes & Noble

223

Children’s Place
Walgreens

200
200

Deb Shops

300
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What can retailers do to compete on price online and in store?

You Are Likely in a Competition With Amazon or
Walmart Online
First, we all have to realize that regardless if we operate a physical store, online only,
or both we likely compete on price with online retailers such as Amazon. The report,
from analysts at Nomura Securities International Inc., shows how supermarkets could
be the next target of the Seattle-based Web retailer. [14] They did test purchase of 30
grocery items from competing New York grocery delivery services. The order from
Amazon grocery delivery service came $20 cheaper than the closest price competitor.

Know Your Profit Margins
We need to have cost and margins information for all product items in you store. There
is no choice; we have to keep our product data organized. Having modern inventory
management and accounting or ERP systems allow us to know our sales margins on
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a granular level. With such detailed data, we can analyse profit margins by product,
category, customer segment or promotion campaign and make informed decisions
about the optimal pricing strategy.

Acquire Pricing Intelligence Information
The competitive intelligence tools help to understand short-term and long-term price
trends and to prepare a smart price competitive strategy. The price intelligence information moved from “nice to have” to “must-to-have” capabilities. Showrooming and
aggressive online price competition are key factors that drive the adoption of price
intelligence tools and services. You may find a list of price intelligence and price competition tools here: Top Pricing Optimization Software Products [15].

Pricing, Products, Customers - Portfolio Management
The products that have no or low chances to be purchased online follow more familiar
price competition patterns. We know that we have more dynamic and aggressive
price competition for products that are widely available online and they require new
strategies.
One of the options is to model customer basket portfolio for significant customer
segments. The portfolio approach to pricing strategy considers the value proposition
for each customer segment. Portfolio models take into consideration overall customer basket profitability vs. profitability of each item.
The competitive price intelligence helps to identify the products that force your store
to sell them with very low or negative margins. Regular review of the product portfolio
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by forecasted margins helps eliminate or reduce the number of such products in
future inventory.

Asymmetrical Price Competition
Price competition without sustainable cost advantage can force us to squeeze margins to negative territory. We need to explore any opportunity to compete asymmetrically. Here are some options to consider: to offer product variants options (color,
bundles, warranties) that are different than provided by Amazon, to provide local delivery and pickup. Some retailers can establish special relationships with local suppliers
that will allow cost advantages within specific markets. The online and physical stores
have different boundaries of competition. It makes sense to examine different product
selection online vs. in store. This approach is also very relevant to cross-sell merchandise and accessories.

Rethink Your Customer Loyalty Strategy
For instance, Amazon effectively uses Prime program to support the competitive price
position. Innovative loyalty programs are the most effective tools to create long-term
price competition strategy. Traditional reward points do not work anymore.You need
perceived reward or benefits from being a loyalty member for each purchase. The
theory and practice of gamification play big role in designing actionable and effective
omnichannel loyalty programs. Modern loyalty programs use mobile, social and traditional marketing channels. The core of loyalty programs design is in the intelligent use
of your customer and their transactional data with predictive analytics. Think about
Starbucks loyalty as a benchmark example.
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3. Nailing the Convenience Factor with Innovation

Jordy Leiser called Amazon.com “the self-proclaimed world's most customer-obsessed online retailer” in his post “Nailing the Convenience Factor in Customer Service.” [16] Convenience is the top priority for Amazon from all competitive factors. The
most interesting is that convenience is also the best opportunity for any retailer for
creating a sustainable, unique value proposition.
Let’s review how Amazon innovates to keep the title of the “world's most customer-obsessed online retailer”.Amazon introduced innovative customer convenience
features in online shopper experience as well as in order fulfillment and product delivery [17].

Amazon’s Online Shopper Experience
Reviews
Amazon users may submit reviews to the web page of each product. Reviewers rate
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the products from one to five stars. Amazon has become the largest single source of
customer reviews online.

Content Search
"Search Inside the Book" With "Search Inside the Book feature, Amazon search
results include matches based on every word inside a book, not just results that
match the title or author of the book.

Personalization and Customization
Amazon was one of the pioneers of personalization in eCommerce. Amazon applies
data mining and artificial intelligence algorithms to provide product recommendations
and provide curated shopping experience since early days of eCommerce.
Amazon is famous for its ability to personalize the website for each user. Back in 2000
Jeff Bezos, Amazon CEO said at a PC Expo keynote address:
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“If we want to have 20 million customers, then we want to have 20 million ‘stores.’ …
Our mission is to be the earth’s most customer-centric company.” [19]
Amazon sites deliver personalized user experience in multiple ways:

My Amazon
• Returned registered user will see the first link “username’s Amazon.com” just at the
top near the logo.
• Your Amazon.com page presents the list of recommended product in different
categories starting with books.
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Amazon Recommendation Engine
I like how the author in his article published on Passive Voice website [19] describes
the Amazon’s recommendation engine from a consumer perspective:
“When a customer walks into a Barnes & Noble store, is it possible for a clerk to be
waiting at the door with a selection of books that the customer will probably want to
read? This is exactly what happens whenever an Amazon book purchaser visits the
Amazon website. As a matter of fact, Amazon performs the electronic equivalent of
rearranging a Barnes & Noble so all the visitor’s favorite book types are right at the
front of the store.”
Amazon recommendation engine uses information about the customer purchase history and preferences. It also compares this with other customers purchase records to
calculate and predict the most relevant recommended products. Amazon is capable
to build successful predictive models because of its access to enormous amount of
customer purchase history and preferences. This technique is called “collaborative
filtering.” [23] Here is a simplified version of the “collaborative filtering” formula:

If there are many customers who enjoy items A, B, C and D, then a new
user who likes A, B and C will also likely enjoy D

Amazon has invented own version of collaborative filtering algorithm “item-to-item”
which is significantly more efficient than alternative approaches. The original “customer-to-customer” approach identifies customers with similar tastes first and then compares preferences and purchase histories to calculate recommendations. That approach was too slow for the real-time online recommendations. Alternatively, Amazon’s “item-to-item” collaborative filtering, due to its efficiency, scales to very large
data sets and produces high-quality recommendations in real time.
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By allowing users to rate different items to refine further recommendations, the user
may adjust which items use or “Don’t use for recommendations” to avoid false recommendations.
To provide better recommendations Amazon offer users to rate different elements
such as:
•

Items you’ve purchased

•

Items you’ve marked “I own it”

•

Items you’ve rated

•

Items you’ve liked

•

Items you’ve marked “Not interested”
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Because users can customize choices they feel more confident in Amazon’s suggested recommendations. Amazon has integrated recommendations on every stage of
shopper’s on-site experience from landing page to checkout.[22]
Most retailers have significantly smaller product catalogs and customer base so they
may achieve even better recommendation relevancy than Amazon.
There are recommendation extension or plug-in options for many e-commerce platforms that would increase conversion and average order value. For instance, mybuys.com [26] is one of the providers of such personalized recommendations services
with integration options for multiple eCommerce platforms including Magento [27] and
Demandware [28].

Amazon Cross Channel Personalization
Besides on-site personalization, Amazon has very comprehensive and successful
personalized email marketing program. It includes automated triggered messages
such as abandoned shopping cart recovery.
Industry statistics shows that abandoned shopping cart recovery messages notably
increase conversion rate and average revenue of eCommerce sites.
While on-site recommendations and triggered messages are entirely automated the
ongoing communication with customers from Amazon involves humans. Amazon staff
uses multiple tools and metrics to customize personalization and targeting rules for
promotion, triggered and multi-step campaigns. Below is the example of 10 days
messages from Amazon.
You may see that the series that started with Kindle Paperwhite product promotional
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email and after I checked the new Kindle it has triggered 3 subsequent emails within
next 10 days. Amazon sends daily emails and this sets its customer expectations.
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With integrating triggered multi-step, rule based messages into the daily email stream
Amazon does not increase number of emails per day to prevent subscriber’s message
inbox from being flooded. The rule engine behind the scenes defines only one message that has the highest potential value to win and to be sent to the customer.
Certainly, personalized communication based on customer’s insights is one of the
best opportunities to engage customers and win competition.
For example, specialized retailers may apply own deep knowledge of their customer’s
life-cycle to tune cross-channel communication through the purchase stages.
Specialized and local retailers may develop more effective shopper persona models
and enhance automated personalization through all stages: from acquisition, retargeting, conversion, return purchases and reactivation.
Retail marketers also have an opportunity to increase relevancy of personalized communication by adjusting content based on user’s device and location. Depth of shopper behavior knowledge and local presence give local hybrid retailers competitive
advantage.
A local retailer has multiple choices with a personalized call to action based on
assumed purchase stage, location and customer preferences. Customers appreciate
convenience with flexibility in ordering online – then pick up in store, or ordering anywhere with home delivery.
It seems that personalized emails and mobile communications are weak areas for
small and medium size, particularly hybrid (physical and online store) retailers. According to published survey results [28] only 1 in 5 consumers say they have
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encountered personalized offers and promotions in-store, while 27% have seen them
online. In the same time 86% responders said that personalization influenced what
they purchase to some extent, a figure that includes 25% who said that personalization significantly influences what they purchase.
Note: Some hybrid retailers try to invest in traffic generation, contextual search and
display PPC (Pay Per Click) advertising but make minimal marketing investments in
conversion and customer engagement communication. Such approach diminishes
return on investment in traffic generation and acquisition campaign. Merchants
only get return on their investments in traffic generation campaigns when conversion visitor become buyers. And campaigns that bring customer back to make
repeated purchases rate increase customer values and ROI. The personalization
helps to drive buying conversion and multiple purchases that define the ROI.

Amazon Prime
Amazon Prime for the annual cost of $79 Amazon offers 2 day free delivery of orders
without a minimal price. The Prime program provides benefits for consumers: convenience with quick delivery and for Amazon: loyalty commitment that comes with the
annual subscription. In case of Prime members, with all other conditions been equal,
Amazon will win orders against a competitor simply with free shipping alone. The
prime programs also help to focus on long-term value customer segments instead of
cherry pickers. Prime subscribers spend almost $538 a year versus the $320 per year
spent by non-subscribers, according to a study conducted by RBC. [31] Amazon had
already 20 million paid members by mid-2014 [29]. We learned that 10 million new
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customers signed for a one-month free trial of its Prime service Over 2014 Christmas
and holiday season. Amazon reached now 40-50 million paid members according to
re/code. [32]
Prime members have a stunning conversion rate of 63% per shopping session,
according to Millward Brown. That is "nearly five times the conversion rate of
non-Prime members," Internet Retailer reported. "It's also far higher than the typical
3% to 4% conversion rate of U.S. e-retail sites in general."[33]

Amazon Home Services
On March 30, 2015 Amazon announced the launch of Amazon Home Services, a new
marketplace for on-demand professional services. [34] The services include Home
Improvement, Lawn and Gardening, Automotive, Computer & Electronics, Lessons
and others. Amazon is trying to make purchasing professional services as easy as
buying products.
The Home Services is an invite–only marketplace for professional service providers. It
requires insurance, background check, and high-performance standards.
Amazon home services are backed by Happiness Guarantee claim. All services
purchased are guaranteed. If the service wasn't performed to the customer’s satisfaction, Amazon works with the client and the professional to ensure it gets done right.
Upfront pricing. All services are pre-packaged, and pros compete on price, quality
and availability.
Verified Reviews. All reviews are only from real customers who did purchase the
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service. This restriction is an important element in establishing trust in reviews and
rating.

Amazon’s Pilots and Developing Programs
Amazon Dash
Amazon dash button is a pilot program that allows consumers to order a particular
household product by pressing a small button. For instance, you may attach the Tide
button in your laundry room to order detergent, or attach Cereals and Sugar buttons in
your kitchen to order cereals or sugar. The buttons are connected to Wi-Fi network
and controlled by an Amazon smartphone. Once connected, a single press of the
button automatically places your order. Amazon sends an alert to your phone that you
can easy cancel. If you did not cancel the order, the button become active again after
the order is delivered. [35]
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Amazon Prime Air
On December 1, 2013 Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos announced about “Amazon Prime Air”
– futuristic plan to deliver products in 30 minutes or less with unmanned aerial
drones.[34]

This program is in active research and development phase and Amazon have Prime
Air development centers in the United States, the United Kingdom and Israel.
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Amazon plans for a Brick-and-Mortar Store
Back in October 2014, Wall Street Journal reported that Amazon was going to open a
retail store in Manhattan. That never happened. Amazon leased a building for a mini
warehouse to provide same-day orders to Amazon Prime Members.
What is interesting that Amazon recently filed a patent application that describes how
video technology can be used to eliminate a checkout at a retail location. The system
uses video and face recognition to identify an Amazon customer and RFID sensors to
find which items have been picked up by the shopper. Now user can leave the retail
location without checking out on exit. Instead, the system triggers a transaction when
the customer exits the store and sends a notification message with a receipt to the
user.[37]
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What can retailers do to compete on convenience online and
in a physical store?
Integrating personalized experience within retail marketing is a “must-to-have feature”
and ignoring it is not an option anymore. Opportunities for retailers are in their deep
knowledge of products and shopper behavior through purchases stages. With deep
understanding of their local shoppers, niche retailers may even get better results with
personalized rules and targeting than Amazon.

Online Store Experience is Important
The eCommerce website has to be optimized to load pages within 2 seconds or less.
Multiple user research studies indicated that the slow eCommerce sites have usually
much high abandonment rates and low conversion. It is crucial that website design
delivers catalog navigation that is mobile friendly.
Search. On-site search is a critical feature for merchants with catalogs that are over
1000 SKUs. The site search function has to be fast, easy and have intelligent suggestions
Reviews. Users need reviews. Reviews help shoppers to make decision and improve
conversion rate.
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Recommendations. Recommend similar products, accessories or complementary
item– this feature helps retailers to sell more in one transaction
Personalization. Personalization helped Amazon and will help you to amplify relevance and make customer experience more engaging. This will dramatically help
improve conversion rate.
Flexible Shipping Options – include free shipping. Integrate shipping bonuses with
your loyalty program.

Rethink and refresh your loyalty program
An old fashion loyalty plastic card with points does not make many differences anymore. It needs to be supported with personalized communication by email, direct
mail, mobile applications and elements of gamification.
The best way to rethink a loyalty program is by considering it as VIP program rather
than points program. Rewarding our best customers with add-value services and
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benefits would help us grow our VIP segment and increase long term value of customers. We have to balance our marketing dollars spent on acquisition and promotions
with investments in loyalty and retention to maximize our marketing ROI.

Become True Omnichannel Retailer
Effectively combining online shopping with local delivery and superior experience in
physical stores will help provide a seamless shopper experience. In many cases
medium size retailers have better chances to adapt to competition from Amazon. This
is due to their ability to faster implement new models vs. big box retailers which primary rely on their economy of scale.

Offer New Add-Value and Specialized Services
Specialized local retailers may offer superior convenience because of deeper understanding of their customer’s unique needs and life cycles. Your add-value services
may target your unique customer demographic and local needs. There are many
examples of how local retailers are becoming more digitally integrated within a community with in-store and specialized online services.
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Conclusion

What are retailer’s options to adapt, compete and grow?
A combination of business and technology innovation is the best answers to the
modern competition in merchandise selection, price and convenience competition.
Today retailers sell to “always-connected” customers and most of customer interactions happen through technology-enabled channels.
You may actually leverage Amazon investment in technologies to move faster. Amazon
offers Cloud Computing services that provide you with access to the most advanced
technologies to build online and mobile commerce solutions, marketing automation
and analytics including famous Amazon machine learning and predictive modeling.
Yes, you can subscribe to Amazon machine learning services and benefit today from
years of technology investment and pay based only on usage. The Amazon cloud
computing provide you with opportunity to start with minimal investments, build fast
and scale and grow your business without heavy upfront investment.
Another service to consider is Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) program. With FBA you
may store your products in Amazon's fulfillment centers, and Amazon will pick, pack,
ship, and provide customer service for these products. Your customers may also benefit from Amazon Prime program.
Unless you have a strong technology and analytics team in house the best option is to
find a right a partner with strong expertise in developing digital shopping experience.
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Here is the mix of skills and services that you need to look for in your omnichannel
partner:
•

omnichannel strategy based on customer’s insights

•

interactive multichannel design

•

eCommerce technologies

•

cross-channel marketing and transactional data analytics

•

marketing automation technology and processes.

The most beneficial are long-term strategic relationships are when your digital partner
is also interested in your lasting success. Together you will be able to establish the
business and technology innovation cycle. Such cycle will help produce new services
and marketing offerings continually to stay relevant.
To conclude I would like to quote Jeff Bezos, founder and CEO of Amazon.com: “We
strive to focus relentlessly on the customer, innovate rapidly, and drive operational
excellence. We manage by two seemingly contradictory traits: impatience to deliver
faster and a willingness to think long term”. [38]
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Amazon Competition - Survival Checklist
How do you rate your competitive maturity?
Selection
1. Do you know which products define your brand as the category leader?
2. Do you know which products constitute 75% and 90% of your sales volume?
3. Do you have integrated online and in store real-time inventory management
system?
4. Do you know benchmark for your category for online order fulfillment and
delivery timing?
5. Do you have zero or minimum order cancellations policy when a customer
ordered product that become out of stock?
6. Do you use local inventory ads that show physical inventory at a nearby location based on customer geo-location?

Pricing
7. Do you have reliable information about your gross margins by product categories and individual SKUs
8. Do you use a pricing intelligence system or services?
9. Do you have the pricing strategy for products that primarily sold online and
exclusive in-store products?
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10. Do you apply an asymmetrical strategy to avoid direct pricing competition?
11. Do you have an effective management system for offline and online coupons
and coupons code?
12. Does your loyalty program provide compelling reasons to purchase from
your store by offering add-value services and benefits?
13. Do you have a loyalty program that is integrated online and in-store?

Convenience
14. Do you have mobile device friendly online store?
15. Do you use product recommender system?
16. Do you use personalization in your email communication?
17. Do you use triggered emails that help in the recovery of abandon site visits
or shopping carts?
18. Do you provide free shipping for loyalty program members?
19. Do you offer a free shipping with certain minimum purchased amount?
20. Do you provide flexible delivery options with standard rates and premium
express delivery?
21. Do you provide free in-store pickup for items purchased online?
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22. Do you offer an easy process for return and refunds?
23. Do you know your reputation ranking in social media with customers review
and rating?
24. Can your customers order in store items that are temporary out of stock?
25. Can your customers pre-order online or in store items that are coming soon?
26. Do you perform you customer segments RFM analysis?
27. Do you have an omnichannel transformation road map and action plan that
allow you to break silos and integrate the physical store with eCommerce?
28. Do you measure the influence of all touch-points on a customer's journey to
purchase—online, offline, and across devices?
29. Do you have a trusted digital transformation partner who helps you in planning and execution of the action plan?
30. Does your digital partner bring new innovative ideas for online and in-store
experience that help you stay competitive?
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Calculate Your Score: CHECKLIST
Less than < 10 - You need to review your omnichannel transformation road map if
you have one and to see how to accelerate execution.
10-15 - You are moving in right direction. You may need to conduct competitive
assessment and have an updated road map and action plan.
16-20 - Keep up. Do regular reviews of your progress.
21-24 - You are in the top 10-15% group. Don’t stop to innovate.
25 + - Excellent, you are definitely a leader in retail transformation.
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Eradium has extensive knowledge in helping merchants unify the shopping experience across
all of their customer channels. We use data to extract the most relevant information to tailor
each program from inception to launch.
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